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OnRamp Returns to HIMSS15 in Chicago, IL 

AUSTIN, TX – OnRamp, an industry leading high security and hybrid hosting solutions provider with data center locations 
in Austin, TX and Raleigh, NC, announced today its return, for the third consecutive year, to the Healthcare Information 
and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) Annual Conference - HIMSS15. The event will bring together over 38,000 
Healthcare IT professionals for education, networking and exhibition at the McCormick Place Convention Center in 
Chicago, IL from April 12-16, 2015. OnRamp will attend to showcase the company's HIPAA Compliant Hosting solutions which are 

rooted in the company’s colocation, private clouds and cloud delivered services and backed by the company's Full7Layer Support. 

"Over the past few years, we have developed the most comprehensive HIPAA compliant hosting solutions on the market," 
stated OnRamp Founder and HIPAA Compliance Expert Chad Kissinger. "Understanding the important role data centers 
play in maintaining the confidentiality, availability and integrity of protected health information, the evolving security threat 
landscape and the legal and financial penalties that comes with non-compliance, we have built our solutions to address 
these specific concerns. But going beyond what's typical of most data centers, we work collaboratively with our clients to 
ensure the IT environments they house within one of our state-of-the-art data centers meet these stringent compliance 
requirements." 

The Annual HIMSS National Conference ranks as one of the largest healthcare IT and management systems gatherings 
in the world. Attendees who participate in the 2015 conference can select from more than 300 education sessions 
including: keynotes, thought leader sessions, roundtable discussions and e-sessions, plus pre-conference workshops and 
symposia. 

Keynote speakers confirmed for HIMSS15 include: 

 George W. Bush, 43
rd

 President of the United States 

 Alex Gourlay, President, Walgreens 

 Bruce Broussard, CEO, Humana 

 Karen B. DeSalvo, MD, MPH, MSc 

 Keynote: Jeremy Gutsche, Founder of Trendhunter.com and Author of Exploiting Chaos 

In addition to exhibiting their HIPAA compliant hosting offerings from Booth #4307, OnRamp will be demonstrating the 
company's HIPAA Risk Management Tool which was designed to assist customers in analyzing and managing the HIPAA 
compliance risk associated with their IT infrastructure hosted at OnRamp. For a brief overview of the company's online, 
proprietary tool, watch this brief video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gERCzdipQUQ       

For more information about HIMSS15, visit: www.himssconference.org.  

About OnRamp 
OnRamp provides computing infrastructure for companies that require high levels of security and availability.  As an SSAE 
16 SOC II audited, PCI Level 1 and HIPAA compliant company, OnRamp operates multiple enterprise class data centers 
to deploy hybrid solutions built on cloud-delivered computing capacity, managed hosting and colocation services. 
OnRamp specializes in working with companies to ensure compliance in the healthcare, financial services and other 
industries with high security needs, helping them meet the rigorous compliance requirements associated with HIPAA, PCI, 
SOX, FISMA and FERPA. http://www.onr.com  
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